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Ql Choos.e tbe correct answer.
[OS}I

d) none

d)PWM

d) fm2

. d)NONE

c) .1ro /rom

c)TDM

c) DM

b) F~tle'Y'~"a:
d) F~:D.viation

--- is the process in which the analog signal is converted into a oorrespondingsequence of samples that are uniformly spaced in time.

a) Integrator b) Compander c) Predictor d) Sampling
2 mf =---

a) rom/.1ro b) rom•.1ro

3 Quantizing noise Occurs in

a) FDM b) rCM

4 Indicate Which of the following System is analog.
a) PWM b) PCM

5 <5= KtEm is called _
a) Instantaneous Freq.

c) Mo~¥~Wfb~!,lflex

6 BaJl~.'Yj~of ~ wave is ~~ '-'-
a) fm b) fm/2

7 When the absolute value ofma is multipft,d with 100 is known as _
a) Modulation b) Pe.rce~t~Mo9~~:o.n c) AM:~~Mf

8 The AM wave has varying amplitude.
a) Time
c) Both b) Frequency

d) None



Q2 Answer in short. [ANY SEVEN]. 114]
1 Define: The term modulation

2 Draw the simple block diagram for AM.
3 A modulating signal IOsin (21I x 103t) is used to modulate a carrier signal 20sin (2n x 103t).

Find modulation index and Percentage modulation.

4 Define: Huffman coding
5 Define: Modulation index for AM and FM.

6 State advantages of Di\! ,I\: \le:v\.
7 State the expression fur 111:L,illlllmfrequency ofFM wave.
8 Draw PCM transmitter',: :llnck diagram.

9 State the types of detect;"~ llsee! for AM wave.

Q3 A State the Detection Method of DSB-SC & explain in Detail. [08]
Q3 B Sketch the waveforms 1'1'1' i) Split Phase Manchester ii) UnipolarNRZ iii) Unipolar RZ [04]

OR

Q3 B Sketch the waveforms fill" I\:vl wave. [04]

Q4 A Determine the Huffman L',l(!<..·for the following messages with their Probabilities given: (6) [06]
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I

Q4 B Give in de!ail Mathemat :ed Expression for FM. [06]OR

Q4 B Encode the following bi:1::ry data stream into various PAM formats. [06]
Data stream: 10110100

Q5 A An FM transmission has :1 r!L'qllcncy deviation of20 kHz. [08]
i) Determine tl1,' !'~'I"ccntmodulation ofthis signal ifit is broadcasted in the 88-108

MHz band.

ii) Calculate tile l','rccilt modulation ifthis signal is broadcasted as the audio
portion of:1 :,' '\;:-;:(,n broadcast.

Q5 B Write down some poi:!! ,i ,!i;!'. ..'I"ence between AM &FM system. [04]
OR.

Q5 B Write down some point'; 1,1',Ji ITerence between PM &FM system. [04]

Q6 A Explain Types of Angk ~ :(liuL1tion. [06]
Q6 B Describe about Comp:li' [06]

OR

Q6 B WhatisDeltamodubti:: ';·'pLlininbrief. [06]
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